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1: Useful Biological Prefixes and Suffixes
A Huge list of prefixes and suffixes with their meanings A prefix is a letter that The suffix means usually added onto the
end of words, to change the way a word fits into a sentence grammatically.

Post-nominal letters This article appears to contradict the article Post-nominal letters. Please see discussion on
the linked talk page. March Academic[ edit ] Academic suffixes indicate the degree earned at a college or
university. In the case of doctorates, normally either the prefix e. In the United States, the suffix is the
preferred format thus allowing differentiation between types of doctorate in written documentation. Honorary[
edit ] Such titles may be given by: Esquire[ edit ] The style Esq. In the United States, Esq. In the United
Kingdom, it is used by untitled males in social and business contexts, or occasionally by an untitled male heir
to a hereditary peer. You may improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page. July Learn how and
when to remove this template message Professional titles include Esq. The suffix CA is used for individuals
who have completed the requirements to become a Chartered Accountant. The suffix CPA is also used for
individuals who have completed the requirements to become a Certified Public Accountant. Sommeliers
restaurant wine professionals who have passed the Master Sommelier exam use the MS suffix. Engineers that
are certified as a Professional Engineer in his or her state will use the suffix P. Likewise, Registered Architects
sometimes use the suffix R. Similarly, individuals who hold certifications in the field of information security
â€” e. RN is used by qualified nurses as a suffix. Officers and enlisted in the United States Military will add an
abbreviation of the service frequently to disambiguate seniority, and reserve status. For example, a Franciscan
friar uses the post-nominal initials "O. Equally, a Viatorian priest uses the suffix "C. These initials are not
considered by members of religious institutes as an equivalent to academic or honorary post-nominial initials,
but rather as a sign of membership in a particular religious lineage, similar to the use of "Senior" or "Junior".
Ordering[ edit ] In some English-speaking countries, the arrangement of post-nominal letters is governed by
rules of precedence, and this list is sometimes called the "Order of Wear" for the wearing of medals. Legal
status[ edit ] Special legal entities are created with the addition of status terms: Generational suffixes are used
to distinguish persons who share the same name within a family. A generational suffix can be used informally
for disambiguation purposes, or as nicknames and is often incorporated in legal documents. In the United
States the most common name suffixes are senior and junior, which are written with a capital first letter "Sr. In
Britain these are more rare, but when they are used the abbreviations are "Snr" and "Jnr", respectively. When
the suffixes are spelled out in full, they are always written with the first letter in lower case. In many other
nations, it is considered highly unusual or even inauspicious to give a son the same first name s as his father,
removing the need for such suffixes. Sons with a different middle name or initial may also be informally
known as Jr. William Vann Rogers Jr. Roman numeral suffixes can be used to name after other family
members like an uncle, cousin, or ancestor including grandfather. The suffix "III" is used after either Jr or II
and like subsequent numeric suffixes, does not need to be restricted to one family line. If Patrick now has a
son, his son is Patrick Jr. Whoever is first to have a son named Patrick. This is one way it is possible and
correct for a Junior to father a IV. Another example involves President Ulysses S. Grant and his sons
Frederick, Ulysses Jr, and Jesse. There is no hard-and-fast rule over what happens to suffixes when the most
senior of the name dies. Etiquette expert and humorist Judith Martin , for example, believes they should all
move up, [4] but most agree that this is up to the individual families. Usually, the namesake is given a
different middle name and so would not need a suffix for differentiation. Furthermore, once the woman
marries, she would most commonly take the surname of her husband and thus do away with the generational
suffix. A wife who uses the title Mrs. In less formal situations, the suffix may be omitted. Chaney or simply
Shannon Chaney for a friendly note. Ward and Erick R. Common nicknames for a junior or II include "Chip"
as in "chip off the old block" ; e. Common nicknames for a III are " Trip p ", "Trace", and " Trey " which
denote that the name carrier is the third person to carry the name. Another convention is for the elder member
of a family to go by their first name, and the younger one to go by their middle name. Examples include
George Virl Osmond , who went by George while his eponymous son goes by the name Virl. Another
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example, although father and son had different middle names, is the case of Cuban evangelist Rafael Cruz ,
whose son, also with the given name Rafael, is a U. Senator who is known by a variant of his middle name,
Edward "Ted" Cruz.
2: List of Prefixes
For example, the verb read is made into the noun reader by adding the suffix -er. Similarly, read is made into the
adjective readable by adding the suffix -able. Understanding the meanings of the common suffixes can help you figure
out the meanings of new words you encounter.

3: Suffix worksheets! Comprehensive suffix list by vocabulary tutoring program.
Suffixes are a letter or group of letters added to the ending of words to change their meaning or function. We show you
examples of some of the most common suffixes and their meanings.

4: A List Of Common Prefixes And Suffixes | Ginger Software
Suffixes are word endings that add a certain meaning to the word. Click on the icon to the left and add the suffix list to
your LearnThatWord profile for personalized review. If you don't have an account yet, you can start one in a few
seconds.

5: Greek and Latin Roots for GRE Preparation
Understanding the meanings of the most common prefixes can help us deduce the definition of new words that we run
across in our reading, especially knowing that they can make a word mean its opposite, such as the difference between
possible and impossible.

6: Prefixes | Vocabulary | EnglishClub
Most Common Prefixes Prefix Meaning Key Word *Most frequent. The four most frequent suffixes account for 97
percent of suffixed.

7: Prefixes and Suffixes - Enchanted Learning
Learn list of frequently used prefixes in English with their meaning and examples. Learn list of common suffixes in
English. You can jump to any section of this lesson.

8: What are Prefixes and Suffixes? Definition, Examples - Writing Explained
Some prefix meanings will be obvious. Others will make more sense as you learn more words. See 50 Word Roots from
Latin for prefixes combined with the Latin verb mittere, and then with other useful roots. There are many other prefix
examples on the pages mentioned below the prefix list.

9: A BIG List of Prefixes and Suffixes and Their Meanings
The alphabetical list of suffixes below gives each suffix, its use (and its meaning when there is a specific meaning), and
examples. (If its use is to show the word's part of speech, it will just say Adj, N, V, etc., not say "shows that this word is
an adjective " (or noun, or verb.).
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